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A brilliant virtuoso of violence, Richard Marcinko rose through Navy ranks to create and
command one of this country's most elite and classified counterterrorist units, SEAL TEAM
SIX. Now this thirty-year veteran recounts the secret missions and Special Warfare madness of
his worldwide military career -- and the riveting truth about the top-secret Navy SEALs.
Marcinko was almost inhumanly tough, and proved it on hair-raising missions across Vietnam
and a war-torn world: blowing up supply junks, charging through minefields, jumping at 19,000
feet with a chute that wouldn't open, fighting hand-to-hand in a hellhole jungle. For the
Pentagon, he organized the Navy's first counterterrorist unit: the legendary SEAL TEAM SIX,
which went on classified missions from Central America to the Middle East, the North Sea,
Africa and beyond. Then Marcinko was tapped to create Red Cell, a dirty-dozen team of the
military's most accomplished and decorated counterterrorists. Their unbelievable job was to test
the defenses of the Navy's most secure facilities and installations. The result was predictable: all
hell broke loose. Here is the hero who saw beyond the blood to ultimate justice -- and the
decorated warrior who became such a maverick that the Navy brass wanted his head on a pole,
and for a time, got it. Richard Marcinko -- ROGUE WARRIOR.
“The cost of not following your heart is spending the rest of your life wishing you had.” Vishesh
is a dreamer, who is driven by his passion for writing and words. But like most Indian middle
class families, his parents are impatient to see him settled in a government job. Despite all
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obstacles, making no complaints, he continues to follow the hard path, holding up the promise
he had made to himself, trying to fulfil his father's wishes, and failing over and over. Almost
everyone – his parents, friends, and the love of his life – leaves his side in the middle of his
journey. To worsen things, he is diagnosed with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, the
seriousness of which nobody could decipher before it was too late. Will a dreamer be sacrificed
for social standing? Will a heart be crushed to uphold a hollow image? Left alone and
misunderstood by everyone he knew, this is Vishesh's intense story of repeatedly falling down
and trying to get up on his own, to prove that everyone who dares to follow their heart is not a
commoner; he is The One From The Stars.
From the bestselling author of The 48 Laws of Power and The Laws of Human Nature, a vital
work revealing that the secret to mastery is already within you. Each one of us has within us the
potential to be a Master. Learn the secrets of the field you have chosen, submit to a rigorous
apprenticeship, absorb the hidden knowledge possessed by those with years of experience, surge
past competitors to surpass them in brilliance, and explode established patterns from within.
Study the behaviors of Albert Einstein, Charles Darwin, Leonardo da Vinci and the nine
contemporary Masters interviewed for this book. The bestseller author of The 48 Laws of
Power, The Art of Seduction, and The 33 Strategies of War, Robert Greene has spent a lifetime
studying the laws of power. Now, he shares the secret path to greatness. With this seminal text
as a guide, readers will learn how to unlock the passion within and become masters.
Lead small groups through astounding growth with principles from the best-selling books How
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People Grow and Boundaries.No matter what need brings a group of people together—from
marriage enrichment to divorce recovery, from grief recovery to spiritual formation—members
are part of a small group because they want to grow. This book by psychologists Henry Cloud
and John Townsend provides small-group leaders with valuable guidance and information on
how they can help their groups to grow spiritually, emotionally, and relationally. With insights
from their best-selling book How People Grow, Cloud and Townsend show how God’s plan for
growth is made up of three key elements: grace plus truth plus time. When groups embrace those
elements, they find God’s grace and forgiveness and learn how to handle their imperfections
without shame as they model God’s love and support to one another.In addition to describing
what makes small groups work, Leading Small Groups That Help People Grow explains the
roles and responsibilities of both leaders and group members. Employing tenets from the book
How People Grow, this book equips leaders to understand the ins and outs of how to promote
growth, and using principles from their best-selling book Boundaries, they show how to identify
and find solutions for common problems such as boredom, noncompliance, passivity,
aggression, narcissism, spiritualization, over-neediness, over-giving, and nonstop talking.
Red Cell
The Path to Prosperity
The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari
Megaliving (With Cd)
What Every Small Group Leader Needs to Know
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The World’s Most Inspiring Thoughts

Have you ever sat by the window all lost and depressed, and
suddenly a little bird comes, fills you up with hope, and
flies away? Life always has something in its forte to teach
us with every step taken. Emotions attached with 'Love' in
any relationship either can make us or break us. In this
book, 'Destined to Heal Within', Naira has some of the most
touching and rarest moments of life: Lifelong friendship and
the pain to see her friend on a death bed, breathing the air
by the beach, embracing love in her life, liveliness to lead
life along with happiness. Later facing consequences to
choose between personal and professional life and much more.
Would Naira be able to handle the things that life threw in
her way? Would she be able to heal along the way? Read to
know more about Naira's journey.
Reveals techniques for cultivating useful contacts in
business and at leisure, from targeting the right people to
staying in touch with them to asking for favors
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mastery path-blazer Robin Sharma has mentored billionaires,
business titans, professional-sports superstars and
entertainment royalty via a revolutionary methodology that
led them to accomplish rare-air results. Now, in this
groundbreaking book, Sharma makes his transformational
system available to anyone who is ready for undefeatable
positivity, monumental productivity, deep spiritual freedom
and a life of helping others. In The Everyday Hero Manifesto
you will discover: · The hidden habits used by many of the
world’s most creative and successful people to realize their
visionary ambitions · Original techniques to turn fear into
fuel, problems into power and past troubles into triumphs ·
A breakthrough blueprint to battle-proof yourself against
distraction and procrastination so that you produce magic
that dominates your domain · Pioneering insights on adopting
world-class routines that will lead you to achieve
superhuman fitness and become the most disciplined person
you know · Unusual wisdom to operate with far more
simplicity, beauty and peace Part memoir of a life richly
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lived, part instruction manual for virtuoso-grade
performance, and part handbook for spiritual freedom in an
age of high-velocity change, The Everyday Hero Manifesto
will completely transform your life. Forever. ROBIN SHARMA
is a humanitarian who has devoted his life to helping people
express their highest natural gifts. He is widely regarded
as one of the top leadership and personal-mastery experts in
the world. His clients include NASA, Microsoft, NIKE,
Unilever, GE, FedEx, HP, Starbucks, Oracle, Yale University,
PwC, IBM Watson and the Young Presidents’ Organization. His
#1 international bestsellers, such as The 5 AM Club, The
Monk Who Sold His Ferrari, The Greatness Guide and Who Will
Cry When You Die?, have sold millions of copies in over
ninety-two languages, making him one of the most widely read
authors on the planet.
From The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari author comes an inspiring
parable about the skills needed to excel in career and life.
Life Lessons from the Monk Who Sold His Ferrari
30 Days to a Perfect Life
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Declutter Your Mind
Daily Inspiration From The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari
Prison Letters
The Saint, the Surfer, and the CEO
From New York Times bestselling, National Book Award winning author Robin
Benway comes the first book in a hilarious and romantic duology about a normal
girl . . . who just so happens to be a spy. Being a 16-year-old safecracker and
active-duty daughter of international spies has its moments, good and bad. Pros:
Seeing the world one crime-solving adventure at a time. Having parents with
super cool jobs. Cons: Never staying in one place long enough to have friends or
a boyfriend. But for Maggie Silver, the biggest perk of all has been avoiding high
school and the accompanying cliques, bad lunches, and frustratingly simple
locker combinations. Then Maggie and her parents are sent to New York for her
first solo assignment, and all of that changes. She'll need to attend a private
school, avoid the temptation to hack the school's security system, and befriend
one aggravatingly cute Jesse Oliver to gain the essential information she needs to
crack the case . . . all while trying not to blow her cover.
Napoleon Hill summed up his philosophy of success in Think and Grow Rich!, one
of the bestselling inspirational business books ever. A recent USA Today survey
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of business leaders named it one of the five most influential books in its field, more
than 40 years after it was first published. Now, in Napoleon Hill's Keys to
Success, his broadly outlined principles are expanded in detail for the first time,
with concrete advice on their use and implementation. Compiled from Hill's
teaching materials, lectures, and articles, Napoleon Hill's Keys to Success
provides mental exercises, self-analysis techniques, powerful encouragement,
and straightforward advice to anyone seeking personal and financial
improvement. In addition to Hill's many personal true-life examples of the
principles in action, there are also contemporary illustrations featuring dynamos
like Bill Gates, Peter Lynch, and Donna Karan. No other Napoleon Hill book has
addressed these 17 principles so completely and in such precise detail. For the
millions of loyal Napoleon Hill fans and for those who discover him each year,
Napoleon Hill's Keys to Success promises to be a valuable and important guide
on the road to riches.
“Heartbreaking and inspiring,” Nelson Mandela’s Prison Letters reveals his
evolution “into one of the great moral heroes of our time” (New York Times). First
published to mark the centenary of Nelson Mandela’s birth, The Prison Letters of
Nelson Mandela sparked celebrations around the globe for one of the “greatest
warriors of all time” (O, The Oprah Magazine). Featuring 94 letters selected from
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that landmark collection, as well as six new letters that have never been
published, this historic paperback provides an essential political history of the late
twentieth century and illustrates how Mandela maintained his inner spirit while
imprisoned. Whether they’re longing love letters to his wife, Winnie; heartrending
notes to his beloved children; or articulations of a human-rights philosophy that
resonates today, these letters reveal the heroism of a man who refused to
compromise his moral values in the face of extraordinary human punishment,
invoking a “story beyond their own words” (New York Times). This new paperback
edition—essential for any literature lover, political activist, and student—positions
Mandela among the most inspiring historical figures of the twentieth century.
Tired of playing small with your life? Feel like you were meant to be so much
more? Ready to become spectacularly successful, breathtakingly effective and
wildly fulfilled as you work and live at a level called extraordinary? Passionate,
inspiring, provocative and full of big ideas that will get you to your ideal life faster
than you’ve ever imagined, The Greatness Guide and The Greatness Guide, Book
2 are those rare books that truly have the power to release your potential and
awaken your best self. The Greatness Guide, Book 2 offers more of Robin’s
inspiring anecdotes, tips and big ideas. Discover ideas to generate wealth and
energy, tool kits for practical work-life balance, time-management techniques that
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really work, practical strategies to turn setbacks into opportunities and so much
more. The Greatness Guide, Book 2 will uplift, energize and move you to action.
Robin Sharma is known around the world as the man behind The Monk Who Sold
His Ferrari phenomenon, the #1 bestselling series of inspirational books spun
around the modern fable of a jet-setting lawyer who gives it all up to search for his
best life. Leaders, top entrepreneurs and renowned organizations in over 40
countries have turned to Robin for his deeply insightful yet exquisitely practical
advice on getting to greatness. Both The Greatness Guide and The Greatness
Guide, Book 2 offer an insider’s look at the tools, tactics and techniques that have
transformed so many of Robin’s clients.
The Greatness Guide
The Secret Letters Of The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari
The 17 Principles of Personal Achievement
Dig Your Well Before You're Thirsty
Little Black Book for Stunning Success (Tamil)
The Wheel Of Spirituality
An absorbing, insightful story from Robin Sharma, bestselling
author and internationally-renowned life coach, which unfolds
the secrets to living a loving, successful and fulfilled life.
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Robert Greene’s The 48 Laws of Power has shaken up the lives
of millions. It’s wielded by successful business executives,
leading actors and musicians, and even by criminal kingpins.
But how can you apply its lessons to your life? Perhaps you
want to become a modern Machiavelli. Perhaps you want to
escape the daily grind and realise your true potential and your
dreams. Or maybe you’re just tired of finding yourself the
victim of other people’s games. But with 48 Laws to choose
from and a strong possibility that any one of them might seem
like a radical overhaul of your habits and thought processes, it
can seem overwhelming or impossible to put the Laws into
practice. Help is at hand. Drawing on our major podcast series,
Exploring The 48 Laws of Power, this book provides all you
need to put the Laws into practice and make lasting changes
to your life. We reveal the 3 Most Powerful Laws (the ones you
should start with, and on which all the others build) and the 4
Indispensable Power Principles (the specific rules of thumb and
social ‘hacks’ which explain how the Laws really work in the
world today). Armed with this knowledge, The 48 Laws of
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Power won’t be a cool book you glanced through and then
shelved. It will change your life.
Now In TeluguMahan Jivan Jaganyachi KalaYou deserve to have
far more vitality, richness and joy in your life and you can
quickly have it. For over 10 years, author Robin Sharma
studied the strategies of people who have achieved lasting
personal, professional and spiritual success. From leading
CEOs, elite athletes and wildly successful entrepreneurs in the
West to learned philosophers and wise sages living high in the
Himalayan Mountains of the East, he searched for peak
performers who had created lives filled with prosperity,
passion and peace. This extraordinary book reveals their
secrets.
101 inspirational lessons on how to achieve true happiness,
find fulfilment and live peacefully and meaningfully every day,
from Robin Sharma, leading life coach and author of the multimillion-copy bestseller The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari. How
can one achieve true happiness? Is it possible to live with joy,
passion and purpose every day? It is, and this potent book Page 12/30
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with its powerful life lessons and profound wisdom - can show
you how.Here Robin Sharma, one of the world's leading life
teachers and bestselling authors, takes you on a journey
towards a new way of living, allowing you to re-purpose your
time to make every day meaningful.Offering simple solutions
to life's most frustrating challenges, this is a guide to
rebalancing the conflicting forces in your life. Its lessons
include:- How to discover your calling- How to see your
troubles as blessings- How to enjoy the path - not just the
rewards- How to live fully, so you can die happyThis is a truly
remarkable book that you will treasure for a lifetime.
Napoleon Hill's Keys to Success
Destined to Heal Within
A Modern Fable on Real Success in Business and in Life
The Greatness Guide Book 2
The Extraordinary Secrets of April, May, & June
With the right words to spur you on, there is nothing in this world that you can’t do.
It is not unusual to find yourself stuck in the metaphorical rut every now and then.
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But it is important that you remember to keep moving on. Should there ever be such
a situation, and you feel the need of a little inspiration, look no further. Educative as
well as uplifting, this book of quotes is beautifully designed to suit any adverse
situation that you may have to face. After all, you shape your own destiny and this
book will simply give you the edge needed to help realize your potential. Dr. G.
Francis Xavier is a trainer and author of international repute. He is a gold medalist
with a doctorate in self-improvement. He has worked in prestigious capacities at
several educational institutions across India. He was formerly the Financial Adviser
to the Asian Confederation of Credit Unions (ACCU), Bangkok. He now conducts the
popular Trainers’ Training Program, both in India and abroad. Dr. Xavier is the
author of more than 15 books on diverse subjects. His inspirational stories have
been translated into eight Indian languages.
Like his megaselling The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari—the book that started it
all—Discover Your Destiny with The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari delivers another
life-changing fable to help readers see the world through a completely new set of
eyes. This latest guide offers more of the inspiring but highly practical wisdom of
the now famous Julian Mantle, the superstar lawyer who traded his jet-set lifestyle
and prized Ferrari for enlightenment and fulfillment. Readers will learn the true
purpose of their lives, how to unlock their highest potential, the secret of boundless
joy and a direct route to personal freedom. A must-read for all Monk fans.
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Have you ever thought about your existence? What is your purpose, and how can
you find it? What is the ultimate goal of your life? Do you know what Siddhi is, and
how to reach that ultimate state of bliss? This book, through its ten spokes of the
wheel - Samriddhi, Sahitya, Sanskars, Sambhaav, Sadbhavna, Seva, Sakriyta,
Samarpan, Satarkta and Sadhna, leads us to its very core - Siddhi. These steps were
described by all spiritual leaders of Sikhism, Jainism, Hinduism, Buddhism,
Christian leaders like Baba Nanak, Mahavir, Arjun, Shiv, Krishna, Gautam Buddh,
Jesus etc. These are also part of modern life gurus like Art of Living founder Sri Sri
Ravishankar, Isha foundation head Sadguru Jaggi Vasudev, Osho founder Rajnish,
Mindfulness and Vipassana founder Goenka. These steps are often described by
Robin Sharma in his books 5AM Club and The Monk Who Sold his Ferrari and also
by Sandeep Maheshwari and Dr. Deepak Chopra. These ideas have helped Jeff
Bezos, Mark Zuckerberg, Bill Gates, Tony Robbins, Elon Musk, Joe Biden, Barak
Obama, Narendra Modi, Amit Shah, Dr. Manmohan Singh, Sachin Tendulkar, Virat
Kohli, Mahendra Dhoni and almost all famous personalities. These ideas are like the
Secret. These were discussed in books like Ikigai, The Rudest Book ever also. These
are tricks to joy, success, money, jobs, happiness, laughter, positivity, health and
prosperity. This book shows you the path, the journey and its lessons are yours to
take.
A MANIFESTO FOR EVERYDAY GREATNESS In The Little Black Book for Stunning
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Success, Robin Sharma – one of the true masters of leadership + elite performance
on the planet – shares the potent insights that have helped so many people just like
you do legendary work, live remarkable lives and lift everyone around them in the
process. If you’re truly ready to live your dreams, this book is your fuel. As you read
this playbook of the pros, you will discover: ■ The hidden beliefs of the best in the
world ■ The rituals of business titans and history’s icons ■ How superstars create
their performances ■ Daily tactics to become a happier, healthier and more serene
human being ROBIN SHARMA is a globally respected humanitarian. Widely
considered one of the world’s top leadership and personal optimization advisors, his
clients include famed billionaires, professional sports superstars and many Fortune
100 companies. The author’s #1 bestsellers, such as The Monk Who Sold His
Ferrari, The Greatness Guide and The Leader Who Had No Title are in over 92
languages, making him one of the most broadly read writers alive today. Go to
robinsharma.com for more inspiration + valuable resources to upgrade your life
“Robin Sharma’s Following Rivals that of the Dalai Lama.” The Times of India
“Global Humanitarian.” CNN “Leadership Legend.” Forbes
Also Known As
The Leader Who Had No Title
The One from the Stars
Mega Living!
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101 More Insights to Get You to World Class
The 48 Laws of Power in Practice
"Release any concerns that you have about this path you’re about to
walk on, and just go into it with the curiosity of a child, knowing
that you’ll come out on the other side as a new person, or to be more
accurate, far more of the person who you truly are and have been
created to be." Jack Valentine seemed to have it all. He made good
money as an adman, and looked good doing it. He had a hot apartment,
cool friends, even a slick car—at least until the hectic Monday
morning a truck smashed into it, sending the critically injured Jack
to the hospital. Everything happens for a reason, though, and Jack’s
reason reveals itself in the silver-haired cancer patient who becomes
his roommate one evening. The elderly man, Cal, shares his life
story—one not dissimilar to Jack’s—of material wealth masking a
gaping hole within. Cal ultimately found salvation through philosophy
("the love of wisdom"), and now offers to help Jack by prepping the
younger man for the Final Questions we all must face: Have I lived
wisely? Have I loved well? Have I served greatly? Presenting Jack
with three plane tickets, each accompanied by a map marked with a red
X, Cal sends Jack to meet with three great teachers, each of whom
will help Jack answer one of the Final Questions—just as they once
helped Cal. First, in Rome, Jack will meet "the Saint." Then a
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haunted beach in Hawaii introduces him to "the Surfer." And finally
the grandeur of New York City sets the stage for his last encounter:
with "the CEO." Along the way, Jack will learn to do his interior
work, discover that our negative traits offer gateways to higher
versions of ourselves, and understand that figuring things out in
your head can distract you from the powerful whispers of your heart.
Join Jack on his journey and step into the you that you were always
meant to be.
After a bizarre encounter with his lost cousin, Julian Mantle—a
former high-powered lawyer who suddenly vanished into the
Himalayas—Jonathan Landry is compelled to travel across the planet to
retrieve letters and mementos that carry the extraordinary secrets
that Julian discovered throughout his life. On a remarkable journey
that includes visits to the sensual tango halls of Buenos Aires, the
haunting catacombs of Paris, the gleaming towers of Shanghai and the
mystical deserts of Sedona, The Secret Letters of The Monk Who Sold
His Ferrari reveals astounding insights on reclaiming your personal
power, being true to yourself and fearlessly living your dreams.
This book is about an evolutionary story of a man in search of love.
It's about understanding the intricacies that are encountered by one
in the path of love. A fantastic story of self discovery, evolution
and love.
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I hugged my sisters and they fit against my sides like two jigsaw
pieces that would never fit anywhere else. I couldn?t imagine ever
letting them go again, like releasing them would be to surrender the
best parts of myself. Three sisters share a magical, unshakeable bond
in this witty high-concept novel from the critically acclaimed author
of Audrey, Wait! Around the time of their parents? divorce, sisters
April, May, and June recover special powers from childhood?powers
that come in handy navigating the hell that is high school. Powers
that help them cope with the hardest year of their lives. But could
they have a greater purpose? April, the oldest and a bit of a
worrier, can see the future. Middle-child May can literally
disappear. And baby June reads minds?everyone?s but her own. When
April gets a vision of disaster, the girls come together to save the
day and reconcile their strained family. They realize that no matter
what happens, powers or no powers, they?ll always have each other.
Because there?s one thing stronger than magic: sisterhood.
The Everyday Hero Manifesto
THE 5 AM REVOLUTION
How to Stop Worrying, Relieve Anxiety, and Eliminate Negative
Thinking
The Only Networking Book You'll Ever Need
Chanakya Neeti
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Time Management is Life Management

Feel overwhelmed by your thoughts? Struggling with anxiety about your daily
tasks? Or do you want to stop worrying about life? The truth is...We all
experience the occasional negative thought. But if you always feel
overwhelmed, then you need to closely examine how these thoughts are
negatively impacting your lifestyle. The solution is to practice specific
mindfulness techniques that create more "space" in your mind to enjoy inner
peace and happiness. With these habits, you'll have the clarity to prioritize
what's most important in your life, what no longer serves your goals, and how
you want to live on a daily basis. And that's what you'll learn in Declutter Your
Mind. DOWNLOAD:: Declutter Your Mind -- How to Stop Worrying, Relieve
Anxiety, and Eliminate Negative Thinking The goal of this book is simple: We
will teach you the habits, actions, and mindsets to clean up the mental clutter
that's holding you back from living a meaningful life. You will learn: ** 4 Causes
of Mental Clutter ** How to Reframe ALL Your Negative Thoughts ** 4
Strategies to Improve (or Eliminate) Bad Relationships ** The Importance of
Decluttering the Distractions That Cause Anxiety ** A Simple Strategy to
Discover What's Important to YOU ** 400 Words That Help Identify YOUR
Values ** The Benefit of Meditation and Focused Deep Breathing (and How to
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Do Both) ** How to Create Goals That Connect to Your Passions Declutter Your
Mind is full of exercises that will have an immediate, positive impact on your
mindset. Instead of just telling you to do something, we provide practical,
science-backed actions that can create real and lasting change if practiced
regularly. Would You Like To Know More? Download now to stop worrying, deal
with anxiety, and clear your mind. Scroll to the top of the page and select the
buy now button.
"This is my firm belief that the book 'The Magic of Positive Thoughts' by Surya
Sinha would work like oxygen to all the youth. Businessmen, Service persons,
and so on who are in depression." — Satish Verma, Chief Editor, Nai Sadi Book
House "Very few people are able to understand that why their life is
^disciplined or why others are much successful. The simple answer is Negativity in their thinking. In this book. Surya Sinha Ji has narrated and
analyzed very minutely and deeply about the effect of our thinking. This book
is really helpful to everyone." — Gyancndra Singh Chief Editor, Rashtriya
Sahara "Thoughts really work like magic and even a single thought can change
anyone's life, and Surya Sinha Ji has proved this in his book 'The Magic of
Positive Thoughts." — Brijesh Singh Sr. Chief Reporter, Dainik Jagran "I really
felt satisfied after reading this book. It is very informative and thought giving
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book. This book will definitely bring revolutionary change in Readers' mind,
undoubtedly." — Sandeep Srivastava Sr. Journalist, Zee News "This book by
Surya Sinha is a class book which expresses the Positive side of life and
removes all the negativity from our mind." — Dilbcr Gothi Editor, Navbharat
Times "Surya Sinha Ji has magic in his writing and his book 'The Magic of
Positive Thoughts' is really a unique book. It seems as a perfect guide to all
depressed persons. This book is not less than a ìSanjeevniî to depressed
persons and 'Guideline' to ambitious people." — Dharm Baria, Novelist "Surya
Sinha Ji has really done magic by raising the magic of positive thoughts." —
Druva Kumar Chief Photo Journalist, Dainik Jagran
Legendary leadership and elite performance expert Robin Sharma introduced
The 5am Club concept over twenty years ago, based on a revolutionary
morning routine that has helped his clients maximize their productivity,
activate their best health and bulletproof their serenity in this age of
overwhelming complexity. Now, in this life-changing book, handcrafted by the
author over a rigorous four-year period, you will discover the early-rising habit
that has helped so many accomplish epic results while upgrading their
happiness, helpfulness and feelings of aliveness. Through an enchanting—and
often amusing—story about two struggling strangers who meet an eccentric
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tycoon who becomes their secret mentor, The 5am Club will walk you through:
How great geniuses, business titans and the world’s wisest people start their
mornings to produce astonishing achievements A little-known formula you can
use instantly to wake up early feeling inspired, focused and flooded with a fiery
drive to get the most out of each day A step-by-step method to protect the
quietest hours of daybreak so you have time for exercise, self-renewal and
personal growth A neuroscience-based practice proven to help make it easy to
rise while most people are sleeping, giving you precious time for yourself to
think, express your creativity and begin the day peacefully instead of being
rushed “Insider-only” tactics to defend your gifts, talents and dreams against
digital distraction and trivial diversions so you enjoy fortune, influence and a
magnificent impact on the world Part manifesto for mastery, part playbook for
genius-grade productivity and part companion for a life lived beautifully, The
5am Club is a work that will transform your life. Forever.
A hopeless romantic, Anubhav had been looking for the love of his life. When
Zoya accepted his online friend request, he felt an instant connection. Soon, he
was falling deeply in love with her. For four years, first as friend and then as
boyfriend, Anubhav waited for the day that Zoya would fall for him too. It never
came. He had fallen in love with a person who had never really cared about
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him. He thought that if Zoya ever left him, he would be devastated. Turns out,
it was the best gift ever. In Why Not Me? A Feeling of Millions, Anubhav looks
back on his roller-coaster ride of being crazy in love to heartbroken, expressing
in words what countless others have felt. His message? A broken heart can
make you a stronger person. Already a national bestseller, Why Not Me? is a
story of learning to love yourself again.
The 3 Most Powerful Laws & The 4 Indispensable Power Principles
Making Small Groups Work
One of the World's Top Success Coaches Shares His Secrets for Personal and
Business Mastery
The Curveball
A Feeling of Millions
Why Not Me?
Collector s Edition includes How to Craft a World-Class Life Audio CD read by the authorFrom
leading CEOs, elite athletes and wildly successful entrepreneurs in the West to learned
philosophers and wise sages living high in the Himalayan Mountains of the East, Robin Sharma
searched for peak performers who had created lives filled with prosperity, passion and peace.
This CD is a inspirational yet enormously practical program on megaliving. Robin Sharma, one
of the planet s leading success coaches shows you to create a truly extraordinary life.
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Based on the massively successful books of The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari collection, this new
addition to the beloved series will become a must-have gift for over a million Robin Sharma fans.
Each page of this thoughtful daily calendar book -- which is never out of date -- contains an
unforgettable quotation from one of the series’ bestsellers: The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari;
Leadership Wisdom from the Monk Who Sold His Ferrari; Family Wisdom from the Monk Who
Sold His Ferrari; Who Will Cry When You Die?; and Discover Your Destiny with the Monk
Who Sold His Ferrari. It’s a daily prescription of uplifting, practical wisdom for personal and
professional success. Perfect for work, home and family life, Daily Inspiration from the Monk
Who Sold His Ferrari is a beautiful and timeless gift of wisdom, for a loved one or for yourself.
This book gives the solution to the best life possible: Get up at 5 A.M. and get into the exclusive
club of the one percentile in the world. Here's how. First: Get the best sleep possible Learn the
fundamentals of a calming and peaceful sleep. Once you solve the sleeping puzzle, you'll be a
different person altogether. Second: Have a great morning ritual Practise a world-class morning
ritual to kick-start a fantastic day. And by that, it means every single day. Third: Wake up with
passion Too many people use sleep as a convenient drug to avoid facing the harsh reality. This
book will give you fifty reasons to wake up at 5 A.M. with a smile on your face. Fourth:
Implement the right changes in eight weeks In order to massively upgrade your life, more than
motivation or discipline, this book will teach you a new structure which will never let you go back
to your old ways. Stop feeling so overworked and overwhelmed! Learn the secret to a great life.
Buy The 5 A.M. Revolution now to increase your productivity while you gain more balance
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between your personal and professional life.
We all have the potential for a Perfect Life – to achieve great things and live a life filled with
joy, accomplishment and pure bliss. In some of us, this potential is slumbering deep inside,
waiting to be tapped and tested. National Bestseller, Megaliving will quickly make things happen
in every aspect of your life. With the finest strategies and techniques available to profoundly
improve your mind, body and character. This book contains the revolutionary results of over ten
years of research with the leading principles of personal mastery and successful living; and reveal
to you the 200 master secrets for making your life a magical dream.
Own Your Morning. Elevate Your Life.
The 5AM Club
Leadership Wisdom From The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari
Megaliving: 30 Days To A Perfect Life (Telugu)
Mastery
The Magic of Positive Thoughts
-- Blends Western strategies for personal effectiveness with ancient Eastern principles for
lifelong success. -- Includes the acclaimed 30-day program for self-mastery and personal
renewal.
Tired of playing small with your life? Feel like you were meant to be so much more? Ready to
become spectacularly successful, breathtakingly effective and wildly fulfilled as you work and
live at a level called extraordinary? Passionate, inspiring, provocative and full of big ideas that
will get you to your ideal life faster than you've ever imagined, The Greatness Guide andThe
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Greatness Guide, Book 2 are those rare books that truly have the power to release your
potential and awaken your best self. Now in paperback, The Greatness Guide is a powerful
and practical handbook that has inspired thousands to achieve world-class success in both
their personal and professional lives. Robin Sharma's dynamic personality and breakthrough
ideas propelled him to bestseller status in Canada, with translations of this book in 21
languages in 15 countries. The Greatness Guide, Book 2 offers more of Robin's inspiring
anecdotes, tips and big ideas. Discover ideas to generate wealth and energy, tool kits for
practical work-life balance, time-management techniques that really work, practical strategies
to turn setbacks into opportunities and so much more. The Greatness Guide, Book 2 will uplift,
energize and move you to action. Robin Sharma is known around the world as the man behind
The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari phenomenon, the #1 bestselling series of inspirational books
spun around the modern fable of a jet-setting lawyer who gives it all up to search for his best
life. Leaders, top entrepreneurs and renowned organizations in over 40 countries have turned
to Robin for his deeply insightful yet exquisitely practical advice on getting to greatness. Both
The Greatness Guide and The Greatness Guide, Book 2 offer an insider's look at the tools,
tactics and techniques that have transformed so many of Robin's clients.
In the groundbreaking national bestseller The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari, internationally
respected author and speaker Robin S. Sharma showed us a powerful way to dramatically
improve the quality of our personal and professional lives based on timeless success principles
form both the East and the West. In doing so, he helped many thousands and sparked a
phenomenon. Now, in Leadership Wisdom, his much-awaited follow-up, Sharma has a new
mission: to help you become the kind of visionary leader you deserve to be and transform your
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business into an organization that thrives in this age of dizzying change. With deep insight and
compelling examples, this truly innovative thinker shares an ageless yet eminently practical
blueprint for effective leadership that is certain to manifest the highest human gifts of the
people you lead and unlock loyalty, commitment and creativity in the process. Written as an
easy to read and highly entertaining fable, Leadership Wisdom is the powerful story of Julian
Mantle, a hard-driving corporate player who, after suffering a massive heart attack one Monday
morning, decides to embark on an odyssey to the Himalayas in search of the great truths for
effective leadership in business and in life. In a tale that will change the way you think about
leadership forever, Julian discovers eight timeless rituals practiced by every truly visionary
leader, eight rituals that you, as a leader seeking to excel in these information-crazed times,
can easily use to energize your team and elevate your entire organization to world-class levels
of productivity, performance and passion. Leadership Wisdom is a unique treasure of a book
that will awaken the fullness of your leadership potential, transform your company and deeply
enrich the quality of your professional as well as your personal life.
Time management sounds like a simple concept, but still almost 99% of people in this world
struggle to manage their time at its best. And trust, this is very easy for you, and reward is
huge.this is not a how-to book. Time management skill is a cognitive skill, and the cognitive
errors are far too ingrained within us to be able to rid ourselves of them completely.not all time
management techniques are suitable for everyone. We all don't work The same, so we don't all
face the same time management issues. Therefore, different time management issues require
different resolutions, and to do that it is important to know your prevailing time management
method of dealing with work. This book helps you to find the most suited time management
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techniques for all categories of readers; be it student, professional, businessman. Sole
objective of this book is to help readers in developing healthy relationships with time.
Rogue Warrior
A Joyful Journey to Siddhi
In search of love
Discover Your Destiny With The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari
MegaLiving: 30 Days To A Perfect Life
The 8 Rituals of Visionary Leaders
Strategies for Success “An action contemplated shouldn’t ever be advertised; But kept
a secret like a mantra, and revealed in time.” We all feel stuck at times. There could be
many reasons for this—issues at work, unhappy family life, financial troubles or
embarrassing social situations. Most of us could use a little advice in these
circumstances. Chanakya Neeti provides precisely that guidance to face life’s many
daunting challenges. Chanakya, the great thinker and teacher, is wellknown for his
insights into the needs of both the privileged and the masses. The original Chanakya
Neeti was written over two thousand years ago, but its brilliant verses are still
applicable today because the basic quests of man remain the same—peace, prosperity
and happiness. In this volume, Radhakrishnan Pillai offers a modern interpretation of
Chanakya’s crisp and practical maxims in his characteristic easytofollow and elegant
prose. Imbibe Chanakya’s wisdom to break loose from the web of troubles and create
the life you desire on your terms. Radhakrishnan Pillai is the bestselling author of
Corporate Chanakya, Chanakya’s 7 Secrets of Leadership, Chanakya in You, Katha
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Chanakya and Thus Spoke Chanakya. He has a Master’s degree in Sanskrit and has
done his PhD in Kautilya’s Arthashastra. A renowned management consultant and
speaker, he is the Deputy Director of the Chanakya International Institute of Leadership
Studies (CIILS) at the University of Mumbai. He tweets using the handle
@rchanakyapillai and is also active on other major social media platforms.
Family Wisdom from the Monk Who Sold His Ferrari
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